
BETTER LIVING 
THROUGH KUNDALINI YOGA



FIND PEACE DURING PANDEMIC UNCERTAINTY 
WITH KUNDALINI YOGA AND MEDITATION

(BPT) - The COVID-19 pandemic has made the world far 
more uncertain. It’s impacted our work and finances, our 
relationships, and of course, our physical and mental health. 
Finding the sense of surety we all crave is almost impossible, 
which leads to stress, anxiety and powerlessness that 
drains us emotionally. These feelings of helplessness can be 
traumatic, putting our body and mind in a constant “flight 
or fight” state. Staying in this tense state for too long not 
only hurts our quality of life but makes our immune systems 
more vulnerable.

It’s important to recognize that this stress is a natural 
response to what’s happening in the world. After being 
gentle with ourselves, we also need to find a self-care 
routine that treats both the body and the mind, helping us 
to break the cycle of endless “what-ifs” about tomorrow’s 
challenges.

There are plenty of ways to cope with anxiety from 
uncertainty. Exercise, meditation and breathing techniques 
have all been proven to mitigate stress. Recently, however, 
health care professionals, researchers and practitioners 
are finding consensus around an activity that combines 
these three techniques into a powerful tool for regulating 
emotions and managing stress — Kundalini Yoga.

How Kundalini Yoga can help

Kundalini Yoga is an ancient practice that incorporates movement, dynamic 
breathing techniques, meditation and mantras to channel your body’s 
energy. While most forms of exercise produce the endorphins that make you 
feel better, Kundalini Yoga also releases the tension and anxiety that builds 
up over time in your body’s glands and nerves. It resets your stress response 
so that you can achieve an internal biochemistry of calm, balance and depth 
of self.

This is supported by a growing body of evidence indicating that contemplative 
practices such as yoga and meditation are effective at treating anxiety. In one 
recent study, researchers from Harvard Medical School, Boston University 
and the Sundari Satnam Kundalini Yoga Center compared Kundalini Yoga 
with common cognitive treatments in reducing symptoms of generalized 
anxiety disorder. Those who were treated with yoga had lower relative levels 
of anxiety and had a decrease in physical symptoms compared to traditional 
treatments.

Start your practice at home

One of the many beautiful aspects of yoga is that it requires no special 
equipment — though a yoga mat is helpful — so there’s nothing to stop you 
from practicing Kundalini Yoga in your living room. Training with a qualified 
Kundalini instructor will eventually be necessary to learn proper form, but 
there are plenty of techniques you can easily perform on your own that will 
help you to cope with the uncertainty of the pandemic.

Try this Kundalini meditation at home whenever you feel worried or anxious. 
Choose a peaceful surrounding, inside or outside. You can have soft music 
playing to enhance your sense of peace.



1.  Sit in Easy Pose.

•  Sit on the floor. You can use a pillow or cushion for comfort.

•  Cross your legs in front of you in a comfortable and relaxed way.

•  If you are uncomfortable sitting on floor you can sit in a chair with  
your legs uncrossed and your feet flat on the ground.

•  Place your hands on your knees, palms down, close your eyes and observe 
the sensations of your body and mind.

2.  Place your hands on the center of your chest at heart level.

•  Begin by resting the back of your left hand in the palm of your right hand.

•  Gently grab your left hand with your right, so that your right thumb is 
nestled in your left palm.

•  Cross your left thumb over your right.

•  Curve the fingers of your right hand around the outside of your left 
hand and hold it gently with the four fingers of the left hand remaining 
straight.

•  Bring your hands to your heart center, resting them against your chest.

3.  With eyes closed, inhale deeply and relax. Breathe slowly for 10–30 minutes.

•  In daily life we typically breathe 15 times a minute. Try slowing down to 
4 breaths per minute by inhaling to the count of 10 and exhaling to the 
count of 10. A slow breath will slow your heartbeat, reduce your stress 
response, and give you a peaceful, secure feeling.

•  Your mind will begin with a lot of “chatter” and anxiety. That is normal! 
Don’t try to suppress your thoughts, let them come and go until your 
mind is peaceful. If you have a particularly persistent thought, try 
naming it. Say to yourself, “This is my worry about my son,” for example. 
And let it go.

•  It is difficult at first, but if you do this breathing technique regularly you 
will find that your mind will welcome the silence and will start to relax. 
Soon, you will build the habit and the capacity to keep your mind calm 
in challenging environments.

For more ways to reduce stress through Kundalini Yoga, visit: 
3HO.org and kundaliniresearchinstitute.org



YOGIC BREATHING TECHNIQUES SUPPORT 
RESPIRATORY HEALTH

(BPT) - Because it happens automatically, you probably 
don’t put much thought into your breathing. However, 
the COVID-19 pandemic has brought focused attention to 
respiratory health. Conscious breathing — the yoga practice 
of pranayama — can help support respiratory health, mental 
wellness and the body’s physical ability to protect itself.

Pranayama basics and benefits

Pranayama is breath control, and it is a fundamental part of Kundalini Yoga. 
According to the 3HO Foundation, the average rate of breathing for most 
people is 16 times per minute. When the rate of breathing increases, or if it 
becomes rapid and irregular, the mind also becomes disturbed and erratic.

Yoga practitioners believe that your rate of breathing and your state of mind 
are inseparable. When you learn how to focus your breath, you have more 
control over your mind, which influences mental well-being by reducing 
stress and calming negative responses.

Beyond mental wellness, researchers have found that mindful breathing 
also supports physical wellness. In controlling your breath, you can help 
strengthen the immune system and support the body’s response to disease. 
This is particularly important when it comes to respiratory health.

“Yoga – A Remedy to Respiratory Illness” by Dr. Sripriya Krishnan states: 
“Research studies report that many people with serious respiratory ailments 
have found a solution in yoga. As the mind is calmed the hyper-reactivity 
that causes diseases such as bronchial asthma and nasal allergy is reduced. 
Yoga also strengthens the immune system, so chronic infections are less 
likely. Finally, if the lungs are permanently damaged, as in chronic bronchitis, 
yoga teaches how to improve the mechanical efficiency of our breathing and 
make the most of our lung capacity.”



Start a pranayama practice at home

With heightened awareness of respiratory wellness, many people are 
exploring the breathing exercises of pranayama at home. Here are two 
simple Kundalini Yoga breathing techniques you can practice anywhere to 
improve your respiratory health:

 
Technique 1: Long deep breathing

Long deep breathing uses the full capacity of the lungs by utilizing the three 
parts of the lungs: abdominal or lower, chest or middle, clavicular or upper. 
Begin the inhale with an abdominal breath. Then add the chest breath and 
finish with a clavicular breath. All three are done in a smooth motion.

• Start the exhale by relaxing the clavicle, then slowly emptying the chest. 
Finally, pull in the abdomen to force out any remaining air.

• Breathe through the nose, and focus on gradually slowing your breath.

• Continue for 26 breaths, or 3-31 minutes.

 
Technique 2: Alternate nostril breathing

Sit in a comfortable position either on the floor or in a chair and maintain a 
straight spine. Using the thumb and index fingers of the right hand, make a 
“U” and use the thumb to close off the right nostril and the index finger to 
close off the left nostril.

• Close the left nostril, inhale deeply through the right nostril. At the end 
of the inhale, close the right nostril and exhale through the left nostril.

• Now inhale through the left nostril fully and deeply, then close the left 
nostril and exhale through the right one.

• Again, inhale through the right nostril and continue alternate nostril 
breathing. The breath must be complete and full on both the inhalation 
and exhalation cycles, keeping the shoulders without tension and the 
body relaxed.

• Continue for 3-5 minutes.

• To end, inhale deeply, hold the breath a few seconds, lower the hand and 
exhale.

Controlled breathing through pranayama can help improve respiratory 
health, which is even more important during the coronavirus pandemic. 

• Your rate of breathing and your state of mind are inseparable.

• The slower your rate of breathing, the more control you have over your 
mind.

• The mind follows the breath, and the body follows the mind.

To learn more visit: 
3HO.org and kundaliniresearchinstitute.org



3 WAYS TO BRING COMPASSION  
INTO YOUR YOGA PRACTICE

(BPT) - Yoga and service to others are two popular activities, 
but most people don’t think about how much they have in 
common. Both activities enrich your life, connect you to 
the community, help you meet new people, and facilitate 
learning new ideas that can positively impact your world 
view. It’s natural to combine the two, helping you and your 
communities grow stronger together.

Giving back isn’t just about what others receive. Studies have 
shown that philanthropy and service light up the brain’s 
pleasure centers. Joy naturally arises when you help another 
person. As humans, connection is vital and the simplest way 
to make that connection is to serve.

When you serve others, you let go of your own agenda 
for a while, working toward a common goal that is bigger 
than yourself. In practice of Kundalini Yoga, this leads to 
“shuniya,” the elimination of ego-driven goals replaced by 
compassion, love, and a sense of belonging.

To enjoy the countless benefits of shuniya, bring more 
compassion into your yoga practice with these three tips.

1: Help others enjoy the benefits of yoga

There are plenty of individuals who have not had a chance to benefit from 
yoga. You will find that these are people who stand to benefit the most, 
including veterans, prisoners, and at-risk youth. Many of these individuals 
feel a sense of detachment from their communities or have experienced 
trauma at some point in their lives. Yoga can bring them a sense of peace.

Yoga shows people of all races, religions, and social backgrounds that there 
is an underlying equality among humans. When we are on our mat, we are all 
the same. Kundalini Yoga  helps bring calm and connectiveness in a simple 
yet profound way. If you are a licensed teacher, use your gifts to volunteer 
at nonprofits and other community groups. If you aren’t a licensed teacher, 
consider inviting friends and family to join you in an in-person or virtual 
class. Yoga gift certificates given to loved ones or donated to organizations 
are another meaningful way to spread joy.

2: Bring karma yoga into your life

Karma yoga is one of the 22 forms of ancient yoga and is part of Kundalini 
Yoga. It is known as the yoga of egoless action. Karma yoga transforms 
ordinary action into an experience of the Divine. The goal is to act without 
ego, removing tension and expectation from your being. In fact, karma yoga 
is not considered ‘work’ as much as a joyful expression of gratitude and 
compassionate action.

You can transform your attitude by applying the mindfulness of karma yoga 
to your everyday activity. Whether it is caring for children or doing chores, it’s 
important to bring conscious intention to your every action and be fiercely 
present in the now. Focus on your breath and make your actions purposeful. 
These acts, however small, will enrich your own life and the lives of the 
people around you.



3: Support the world with seva

Seva means selfless service, beautiful work done from the heart without 
any thought of reward or gain. Seva takes many forms, from volunteering 
in community projects to silently cleaning a sacred space. It can even be as 
personal as listening to someone who is struggling, giving a friend support, 
or allowing your presence to help ease someone’s pain.

Through adopting these selfless practices, you’ll find a deeper sense of 
purpose and fulfillment that can bring joy to all aspects of your life. Click 
here to read about the 3HO Luminaries, yoga practitioners who serve their 
world.

For more information about incorporating compassion into your yoga practice, visit
3HO.org and kundaliniresearchinstitute.org



HOW TO USE YOGA TO SLEEP BETTER  
DURING THE PANDEMIC

(BPT) - Whether due to illness, altered work schedules, 
homeschooling or social distancing, COVID-19 has impacted 
us all personally. Stress levels are high, and the resulting 
anxiety makes it much harder to get a good night’s rest. 
Despite the efforts of the $70 billion sleep-aid industry, 
many exhausted people are still searching for ways to get 
the sleep they need to keep their immune systems strong.

Unfortunately, sleeping pills are the dominant treatment 
strategy for insomnia. Sleeping pills don’t work for everyone, 
have side effects and do not address the underlying stress 
that is keeping you awake. That’s why medical experts are 
increasingly advising those struggling with poor sleep to 
first try more natural solutions. Kundalini Yoga is one viable 
option. Through the practice of kriyas, specific breath control 
techniques and exercises, anyone can find the fulfilling rest 
they need.

These Kundalini Yoga techniques can help if you have 
recently begun to suffer from poor sleep or you struggle 
with an ongoing sleep disorder. According to “Yoga Can 
Help With Insomnia” by Psychology Today, “Researchers 
at Harvard Medical School investigated how a daily yoga 
practice might affect sleep for people with insomnia and 
found broad improvements to measurements of sleep 
quality and quantity.”

The importance of sleep hygiene

First, it’s critical to maintain good sleep hygiene. These are the habits that 
put you in the best position to have a full night of quality sleep. Signs your 
sleep could use improvement include taking too long to fall asleep, waking 
multiple times with difficulty falling back asleep, overall light and restless 
sleep, and drowsiness during the day.

While each person must adopt consistent sleep hygiene practices that work 
for them, here are some guidelines that you can follow to sleep better.

• Avoid bright screens and stimulants like caffeine, alcohol or nicotine 
close to bedtime.

• Exercise during the day so the body is ready to rest later. Be mindful of 
timing; exercising too late in the day can disrupt sleep.

• A light snack is OK, but avoid heavy meals or spicy food before bed.

• Drink a glass of water before sleep since dehydration can disturb the 
sleeping mind. Waking up to use the bathroom is less disruptive to a 
whole night’s sleep than dehydration.

• Practice a restful activity before getting into bed. For example, do gentle 
yoga and slow breathing exercises, read a book, pray or meditate.

• If your nighttime sleep is poor, avoid napping during the daytime.



Yogic recommendations: Steps to deep, dreamless sleep

The 3HO Foundation recommends using these Kundalini Yoga techniques to 
quickly achieve deep sleep in just a few minutes:

Step 1: 

A busy mind has difficulty sleeping. Quiet your thoughts by first visualizing 
all your worries, ideas and problems, wrapping them up in a package, then 
placing that package on a shelf in your mind. You’ll be amazed at how many 
are gone, solved or improved by the time you wake up.

Step 2: 

Lie on your stomach, turn your head so your right cheek is on the pillow. 
This automatically opens your left nostril to bring in cooling, calming energy. 
Practice long, deep breathing in this position. Then block your right nostril 
completely with your hand and continue long, deep breathing through the 
left nostril.

 

Step 3: 

Once you feel drowsy, turn to your preferred sleeping position on your back 
or side. Continue long, deep breathing until asleep.

Sleep is always an important component to health and wellness. During 
stressful times, quality sleep is difficult to achieve. These steps will help you 
refine your sleep routine and discover better rest. 

For more information a visit
3HO.org and kundaliniresearchinstitute.org



HOW TO USE YOGA TO ENGAGE KIDS 
DURING REMOTE LEARNING

(BPT) - Full-time, hybrid and supplemental distance learning 
have become a fundamental part of education. This isn’t just 
a big adjustment for students; parents and teachers face new 
challenges as well. Whether you are trying to meaningfully 
connect with students over Zoom, or stay engaged at home, 
navigating the difficulties of distance learning causes stress 
levels to increase for everyone.

To keep kids focused on their studies, weary educators and 
parents are turning to a surprising practice: Kundalini Yoga. 
Kundalini Yoga postures and breathing practices combined 
with meditation and mindfulness exercises are helping 
students handle the challenge of remote learning, easing 
the pressure put on teachers and parents.

How yoga helps students

Recent research underscores yoga’s benefits for young learners, 
demonstrating that the practice of yoga is an effective form of social and 
emotional learning. In one study, a team of researchers including Dr. Sat Bir 
Singh Khalsa, a Harvard Medical School researcher and director of research 
for the Kundalini Research Institute, evaluated students who participated in 
the Kundalini Yoga-based Y.O.G.A. for Youth program. The results confirmed 
that students who practiced yoga reported feeling less stressed, more 
resilient and experienced more positive emotions.

“With yoga practice, students start developing the ability to regulate their 
stress and emotions and develop increased awareness of their mind and 
body,” says Khalsa. “This leads to improved functioning and coping overall, 
thereby preventing the risk factors for impaired mood, behavior and health.” 
These skills are always important but are particularly critical for students 
dealing with dramatic changes to their learning structure.

Kundalini Yoga helps build concentration too, along with improving 
coordination, balance, strength and flexibility. Every student can benefit 
from incorporating yoga into their school day. To support parents and 
teachers, here are some tips to get students started.

Tip 1: Start small and make it routine

While a 60-minute yoga class is standard for adults, children don’t have the 
focus or stamina to practice for that long. Try starting with 5- to 10-minute 
sessions. Set times to do this during the school day, for example, once mid-
morning and right after lunch to refocus. Start with gentle breathing and 
then move through a few easy poses. Forget perfection and encourage kids 
to try. Soon they’ll learn their favorite poses and look forward to these yoga 
breaks.



Tip 2: Be lighthearted and have fun

Students — especially younger children — will have a more enjoyable time 
with their yoga practice if you keep it centered on fun. Be creative by selecting 
poses based on your kids’ favorite animals. Tell stories as you change 
positions. Integrate games and fun mental visuals into your practice; pretend 
to take a trip around the world, under the sea or to a far-off imaginary place 
as you move through poses. Kids’ yoga isn’t just about yoga, it’s about having 
fun and being yourself.

Tip 3: Teach breathing awareness

Just like adults, when children are nervous, stressed, excited or energetic, 
their breath quickens to a shorter, faster pace. If you help students become 
aware of their breath, they can better manage their emotional state. This is 
done by teaching effective breathing practices. Try using long, deep breaths 
— a relaxed, slow approach to breathing that involves more movement of 
the abdomen. This has a direct impact on the autonomic nervous system, 
which helps kids stay calm and more able to cope with stress.

Tip 4: Use meditations and mantras

Mantras, words or phrases that are repeated in a chanting manner, are a 
wonderful way to help kids center themselves. It is soothing during transition 
periods in particular. Common mantras include “I am,” “peace,” or “calm,” 
but any phrase or sound will work. Ideally a mantra should reflect the state 
that you want to be in rather than the one you are in now.

Meditations are also great in addressing problems and frustrations that can 
impact students. For example, when a student feels nervous, they can close 
their eyes, place their hand on their belly and breathe slowly, feeling the 
stomach increase and decrease while imagining a balloon gracefully floating 
on the breeze.

Tip 5: Bring in the pros

You don’t have to be a yoga expert to teach students yoga basics. However, 
if you feel uncomfortable or just want some guidance, there are many books 
and videos about instructing yoga to children. You can even play yoga videos 
for kids so everyone can participate together. Make sure the resource is 
from a KRI Certified Kundalini Yoga teacher to ensure proper technique and 
age-appropriate guidance. Find a trainer near you through the International 
Kundalini Yoga Teachers Association or Y.O.G.A. for Youth.

Remember that distance learning is a challenge for parents and teachers as 
much as students. By following these tips and Kundalini yoga techniques 
yourself, you’ll be better equipped to help children thrive whether they are in 
the classroom or studying remotely. 

For more information, visit
3HO.org and yogaforyouth.org



HOW TO BOOST MOOD AND MEMORY AT HOME

(BPT) - Society has become much better at recognizing the 
importance of mental wellness practices. It’s now common 
knowledge that exercise, a healthy diet and quality sleep are 
essential to both physical and mental health. This is great 
progress, but many people overlook other ways to take care 
of mind and mood besides treating the body.

Mental hygiene practices directly improve mental wellness 
and go beyond simply managing stress. A wave of new 
research has demonstrated that implementing practices 
like meditation can increase mind-body awareness/
mindfulness, raise self-esteem, improve concentration, 
strengthen memory and prevent depression.

An example that is trending for its effectiveness and 
accessibility is the Kirtan Kriya meditation. A type of 
meditation from the Kundalini Yoga tradition, Kirtan Kriya 
has been shown to reduce symptoms of depression and 
dementia, while being beneficial to both mood and overall 
mental wellness.

Scientific support

Recent studies show the numerous mental health benefits of this non-
religious, meditative practice. For example, researchers out of UCLA, 
West Virginia University, and the Alzheimer’s Research and Prevention 
Foundation have used functional imaging studies, genomics, biomarkers, 
and neurocognitive testing to study the effects of Kundalini Yoga and Kirtan 
Kriya on individuals with cognitive decline over six months.

Intervention groups practicing Kirtan Kriya saw improvements to memory 
and cognitive functioning as well as improved mood and quality of life. These 
findings are supported by other research studies on the practice, with Kirtan 
Kriya meditation shown to improve blood flow to the brain, reverse memory 
loss and ease depression. The results demonstrate how Kundalini Yoga and 
meditative practice are beneficial for memory and may even stave off the 
symptoms of cognitive decline, which are often a precursor to Alzheimer’s 
disease.

Practice from anywhere

Experiencing the benefits of Kirtan Kriya can happen in just six minutes of 
practice each day. Since yoga and meditation techniques can be done at 
home, it’s something that anyone can do to support their mental wellness. 
To make Kirtan Kriya meditations part of your mental hygiene routine, follow 
these steps:



Position:

Sit comfortably in a chair with feet flat on the floor or sit on the floor with 
legs crossed. The key is to be comfortable with the spine straight. Keep eyes 
closed and breathe naturally as the meditation unfolds.

 
Mantra or Chant:

The chant uses the basic sounds, “Sah, Tah, Nah, Mah”, taken from the Sikh 
words “Sat Nam,” meaning “my true identity.” 

 
Mudra or Hand Position:

The thumb is touched to each of the other four fingers in sequence. Both 
hands perform the same sequence simultaneously.

When you chant Sah, touch the index fingers of each hand to the thumbs.

On Tah, touch your middle fingers to your thumbs.

On Nah, touch your ring fingers to your thumbs.

On Mah, touch your little fingers to your thumbs.

 

The Timing:

Sing the sounds “Sah, Tah, Nah, Mah” while performing the mudras sequence 
with the fingers of both hands. At the same time, visualize the sound flowing 
in through the top of the head and out the middle of the forehead.

For one minute, sing the sounds out loud.

For one minute, use a loud whisper.

For the next two minutes, repeat the sounds silently to yourself.

Then whisper the sounds for one minute and then sing out loud for one 
minute, for a total meditation time of six minutes.

To come out of the exercise, inhale very deeply, stretch hands above the 
head while stretching the fingers wide. Stretch the spine and take several 
deep breaths. Relax.

Editor’s Note: November is Alzheimer’s Awareness Month

To learn more about the mental benefits of Kirtan Kriya and Kundalini Yoga, please visit: 
kundaliniresearchinstitute.org


